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separate the same 60
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the lacing at the
useful Improvements in Shoe-Fastenings, of lower
portion which passes through the eye
which the following is a specification.
This invention relates to shoe fastenings, letsIn3.Fig. 3 of the drawing I have shown a.
and one of the principal objects of the same
modification of the lacing ring. A 65
0 is to provide means for opening and closing slight
a is secured to a cross-bar formed on
the ankle portion of a shoe without threading roller
the ring and permitted to turn thereon as the
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Figure 1 is a plan view of the meeting of As
shown in Fig. 4, the lacing ring may be
edges of the ankle opening of a shoe, and secured
the edges of thematerial by 75
showing my fastening in place thereon. means oftoeyelets
c passing through loops
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Referring to the drawing for a more par nected by a bow knot near the upper lacing
ticular description of my invention, the nu ring.
is of simple construction,
merals 1 designate the two ankle portions of canMybeinvention
readily attached to any form of lace 85
a shoe provided at their meeting edges and at shoe, and
can be operated quickly to secure
30 their lower portions with a series of eyelets 3,
shoe upon the foot or to permit the same
and above said eyelets secured to the ankle the
removed therefrom, and the invention
portions 1 is a series of lacing rings 4. The to be
a whole can be manufactured and applied
lacing rings are preferably formed of a single as
slight cost.
strand of wire formed into a loop for the lac at Having
thus described the invention, what 90
35 ing cord and the legs being crossed, as at 5,
is:
and extending from the loop in oppositely I claim
The combination with a shoe of the herein
diverging directions, the terminal ends 6 of described
shoe fastener comprising a series of
said rings being passed through the ankle eyelets secured
the lower portion of the 95
Eign of the shoe and clenched as shown in ankle opening ofto the
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Upon reference to Fig. 1 it will be seen sides of said opening above the eyelets,
that the lacing rings 4 are arranged alter lacing eyes each comprising a ring formedsaid
of
nately, that is to say, the rings upon One a single length of wire, crossed legs extend
edge of the ankle portion are secured inter
from said ring and the ends of said legs 100
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the lacing brought together and passed tially as described.
through the eyes 4, the two strands of the In testimony whereof, I affix my signature 1.05
50 lacing being secured together by a knot 8
near their upper ends. When it is desired to in presence of two witnesses.
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